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VINTAGE, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. In 1897, at the height of the heroic age of
Arctic exploration, the visionary Swedish explorer S. A. Andree
made a revolutionary attempt to discover the North Pole by
flying over it in a hydrogen balloon. Thirty-three years later, his
expedition diaries and papers would be discovered on the ice.
Alec Wilkinson uses the explorer s papers and contemporary
sources to tell the full story of this ambitious voyage, while also
showing how the late 19thcentury s spirit of exploration and
scientific discovery drove over 1,000 explorers to the
unforgiving Arctic landscape. Suspenseful and haunting,
Wilkinson captures Andree s remarkable adventure and
illuminates the detail, beauty, and devastating conditions of
traveling and dwelling on the ice.
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This ebook is wonderful. I have got go through and so i am certain that i am going to likely to read through once
again again later on. You will like the way the article writer compose this ebook.
-- Miss Ar ia ne Mr a z-- Miss Ar ia ne Mr a z

This pdf will not be simple to start on reading through but extremely enjoyable to see. I have read and i also am sure
that i will planning to read through again once more in the foreseeable future. You wont really feel monotony at
whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogues are for relating to if you request me).
-- Ma llor y K er tz m a nn V-- Ma llor y K er tz m a nn V
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